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Abstract—Continuous software engineering is a new trend that is gaining increasing attention of the research community in the last years. The main idea behind this trend is to tighten the connection between the software engineering lifecycle activities (e.g., development, planning, integration, testing, etc.). While the connection between development and integration (i.e., continuous integration) has been subject of research and is applied in industrial settings, the connection between other activities is still in a very early stage. We are contributing to this research topic by proposing our ideas towards connecting the software development and software release planning activities (i.e., continuous software release planning). In this paper we present our initial findings on this topic, how we envision to address the continuous software release planning, and a research agenda to fulfil our objectives.

Index Terms—Software Release Planning, Continuous Software Engineering, Project Management.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software engineering has always aimed to identify separate engineering activities and assign responsibilities to each of them as a way to have a clear path to produce or maintain software products. An extreme example is the seminal waterfall development process that required the current activity to be completely finished in order to start the following one. However, this process has been proved inadequate in most cases due to the instability of the software requirements [1]. To tackle this problem, several iterative software development processes emerged in the last fifteen years (e.g., Agile, XP, etc.), which still keep the activities apart but are organized into smaller iterations that facilitate the incorporation of changes in the initial activities.

Continuous software engineering is going one step further by establishing strong connections between software engineering activities. The objective of these connections is to accelerate and increase the efficiency of the software engineering process; for example, continuous integration is one of the best established continuous approaches in which the development and deployment activities are kept linked and synchronized automatically. In this sense, continuous software engineering can be also related to DevOps, “a conceptual framework which aims at benefiting information systems development by reintegrating development and operations in various ways” [2]. Keeping the connection between activities is not easy, therefore it is common to find tool support to provide some level of automation for continuous software engineering approaches. For example, Jenkins\footnote{https://github.com/jenkinsci} is a very popular tool that supports continuous integration.

In this paper, our focus is on the connection between the software development and Software Release Planning (SRP) activities. Software development is the activity of producing the implementation of the software (e.g., writing the source code) while SRP is the activity of creating a release plan that indicates what is to be implemented, when and by whom during the time of a release [3].

The main idea of our approach is to re-plan the current release every time a developer activity triggers the need of an updated release plan (e.g., when some requirement implementation is finalized earlier or later than planned, when a developer takes a sick leave, etc.). To facilitate this re-planning we will analyse developers’ activity in the ongoing release, either by information explicitly provided by them (e.g., through notifications) or indirectly (e.g., by analysing the data from the project management tools and software repositories).

With continuous SRP the release plan will become more adaptable and flexible in real-time, e.g., when some requirement is implemented very quickly and there is time to include yet another one in the current release, or once there is new information available about the development team that suggests the need of replanning the software release.

The rest of the paper is divided as follows: Section II introduces the necessary background concepts related to SRP; Section III presents our approach for continuous SRP and describes the envisioned process; Section IV reports the most relevant related work and how it links with our ideas; and finally, in Section V and VI we provide our research agenda and highlight the main conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND

In the context of this paper, we refer to software development as the activity of implementing one or more requirements in some form of code. This includes creating tests and verifying the correctness of the implemented code as well as management tasks (e.g., the use of code version control systems, bug reporting tools, build tools, etc.).

On the other hand, the SRP activity is composed of two phases: strategic planning, the prioritization and/or selection of requirements to be included in the next release; and operational planning, the assignment of the requirements to a
In a previous work, we conducted a literature review about the available models related to SRP [4]. We found out that SRP has been formalized in the literature through the Next Release Problem (NRP) [5], but commonly it only covers the selection of requirements to be included in the next release (i.e., strategic planning), while deciding when and by whom these requirements will be implemented (i.e., operational planning) is more similar to the Job Shop Problem (JSP) [6] (in essence, a scheduling problem). Both problems, NRP and JSP, are classified as NP-hard. The models found in our literature review are oriented to fulfill some objectives and constraints (see Table I and Table II) taking into account the available resources, but none of them handle the other aspects mentioned above. The objectives and constraints in Table I and Table II can be seen either from the strategic or the operational point of view (e.g., in both phases it is common to consider first high priority requirements and take into account the dependencies among the requirements).

### III. Continuous Software Release Planning

#### A. Definition and Scope

Continuous SRP is a specialization of the traditional SRP with the added capability of adapting the release plan in response to events that occur in the daily development activity.

Our approach tackles both strategic and operational planning. However, it is important to remark that operational planning is the most important phase in the continuous context, because development activities usually have a short-term impact in the release planning. For this reason, in this paper, we do not consider some of the long-term strategic planning tasks such as prioritization and negotiation as part of the continuous SRP approach.
There are important reasons for not having full automatic continuous SRP process: on the one hand, in general, full automatic processes are not trusted by the key stakeholders, e.g., project leaders normally want to keep the control on the decisions made; on the other hand, it would rise some ethical concerns to include in a tool knowledge about some of the aspects that need to be considered, for instance social aspects of the employees of a company. It is worth mentioning that other authors in the field of SRP also opted to have hybrid approaches (e.g., “A hybrid release planning approach integrates the strength of computational intelligence and the knowledge and experience of human experts” [7]).

C. Catalogue of Development Activity Events

We have identified some events related to the aspects mentioned in Section II, however we do not intend to provide an exhaustive list of possible triggers for a re-plan. In particular, we are considering the following development-time events in our approach:

- **Changes in the dependencies (to existing or new requirements).** The set of requirements included in a release may have unforeseen dependencies that forces the inclusion of a new requirement in the release (e.g., a developer starts the implementation of a requirement and realizes that a new requirement to support a particular technology is needed).
- **Changes in the effort.** The effort required to implement a requirement is an estimation and is subject to variations. The effort can be reduced (e.g., the developer finds that the requirement can be implemented very easily thanks to a library he just found) or extended (e.g., the estimation was too optimistic or there have been complications).
- **Changes in the availability.** The planning is done based on a given availability of the resources, normally specified as the dedication ratio to the project for each resource. Lower granularity, e.g., a day by day availability, as far as we know is not being used by the algorithmic solutions. This availability may change for many reasons (e.g., sick leaves).
- **Changes in the skills.** Software developers are normally specialized in particular technologies or software parts (e.g., front-end developer and back-end developers).
However, developers are constantly renewing their knowledge by learning new technologies and languages, these new skills may be used to produce a better plan of the software release.

- **Changes in the cost.** The use of a particular resource may become more expensive, e.g., a developer is promoted in the company.

### D. Risks and Issues

One of the characteristic of the proposed approach for continuous SRP is the possibility to warn about possible risks and issues much earlier in time compared to the traditional SRP (which only happens once in a while). We are considering the following risks and issues in our approach:

- **Risk of overrun.** This risk will emerge when, as a consequence of the events occurred, the release plan may not finish on time (this can also be seen from the cost perspective). This risk can be either a high priority risk, i.e., the release plan already surpasses the release deadline as consequence of the changes; or as a risk indicator, i.e., taking into account the previous delays there is a certain probability of overrun.

- **Unfeasible solution issue.** The algorithm that generated the release plan may be unable to generate a solution that satisfies all the constraints. For example, a requirement needs a particular skill that none of the developers have, therefore the requirement cannot be scheduled and neither all its dependent requirements.

### E. Example

To exemplify the continuous SRP approach presented in this paper, we use the same example shown in Figure 2 with the same dependencies. In Figure 5 we can see, at the top, the initial status; in the middle, the automatic part; and at the bottom, the project leader part. In the automatic part, we show some events that can occur during a continuous SRP and the consequences that they could imply as result of an automatic re-plan. Please note that in the Figure 5 we are exemplifying more than one event at the same time, but in continuous SRP each event would have had its impact at the moment it occurred.

Figure 5 shows that during the Week 3 two events happened: first, Job 1 is delayed, therefore the depending Job 4 (and Job 6 because it depends on Job 4) is moved forward; second, Job 3 finished earlier, therefore the depending Job 5 is moved backward. Then during the Week 5, another event happened: when John started to work on Job 6 (which was already delayed) he found out that a new job was necessary before Job 6. As result, the project leader has approved the proposed release plan, and by analysing the risk of release delay, s/he opted to change the release deadline to Week 7.

In the example we have not shown alternative release plans, but for instance, the new job (Job 7) could have been done by Tom or by John (see Figure 5), then the project leader would have selected the better release plan considering all the other aspects that are not included in the automatic part.

Finally, we did not include the skills to keep the example simple and clear but, for example, Job 7 could have required a skill that only Bob has, therefore it would had added an additional delay to the release plan.

### F. Open Issues for Automating the Continuous SRP Process

There are several open issues involved in the automatic part of the continuous SRP process:

- **Detection of events.** Clearly, the easiest way to manage these events would be to have manual notifications (a solution that may be suitable for a proof of concept) but at least some of these events should be detected in an automatic way, our idea is to integrate this approach with the tools that developers already use (e.g., Git, Trello, Slack, etc.) in order to reduce the overload during the daily work.

- **Re-planning.** From our literature review [4], only few approaches deal with re-planning (i.e., take into account the previous plan while generating a new plan). Re-planning is different from single planning because: a) when a re-plan occurs some parts of the planning may be already finished or being implemented, therefore they cannot be changed in the new plan; b) from the developer’s point of view it would be chaotic if every day there are unnecessary changes in the release plan, therefore a specific re-plan optimization objective should be to maximize the correspondence with the previous release plan; and c) since the re-plan may occur several times a day, the execution time of a re-plan should be among seconds or minutes.

- **Detection of risks and issues.** While some risks and issues are quite easy to detect (e.g., breaching the deadline of the release), risk indicators (e.g., determine the probability of a delay) are more complicated and will require further research and the use of some technique such as machine learning.
IV. RELATED WORK

Fitzgerald and Stol (available online in 2015) [8] published a roadmap and agenda for continuous software engineering. In this road map continuous planning is defined as an “holistic endeavor involving multiple stakeholders from business and software functions whereby plans are dynamic open-ended artifacts that evolve in response to changes in the business environment, and thus involve a tighter integration between planning and execution”, we mostly agree with this definition, except that our focus is put on the changes that occur in the development activity rather than in business environment.

We think that our definition of continuous SRP (see Section III-A) is more aligned with the ideas behind other continuous approaches such as continuous integration.

Suomalainen et al. (2015) [9] did a preliminary study of how software companies perform (to some extent) continuous SRP, their work is based on a literature review and three case studies. The major difference is that their work is more oriented to strategic planning rather than operational planning.

Al-Emran et al. (2007) [10] presented a simulation-based approach to planning, re-planning and risk analysis of software releases on operational level. This work also uses an event-based approach for re-planning, the main difference is that this approach is not in the context of continuous software engineering.

V. RESEARCH AGENDA

This work is based on the hypothesis that continuous SRP will improve the current situation. Some promising results were presented in [11] and [12] related to the use of tool support in SRP. However, the common approach in IT companies is still to decide the release plan based on the experience of the project leader. More empirical studies are needed to determine the real needs of the industry for continuous SRP.

The presented approach for continuous SRP, still has plenty of space for improvement: a) identify additional development-time events that can have an impact in the release planning; b) explore additional risks and issues that may emerge as result of the re-planning; c) provide feedback to developers (e.g., notify them when a change is made in the release plan).

Creating a proof of concept is a very important step in the research agenda. This includes resolving the open issues mentioned in Section III-F (i.e., detection mechanisms, adapt release planning for re-planning, and machine learning techniques). We already have a tool for release planning [13] and our plan is to adapt it to support continuous SRP.

Beyond the proof of concept, this tool can be also extended with other useful functionalities to improve its suitability and usability in the context of continuous SRP. For example, provide a graphical visualization of the evolution of the release plan would help the project leader to identify the roots of the issues. Also, the tool needs to be informative and easy to use to facilitate its adoption in real settings.

Finally, we need to validate our approach with experiments in an industrial environment. For this we are exploring the possibility of testing the presented ideas in some selected Siemens projects. Furthermore, we are in contact with several other companies that have expressed interest in our continuous SRP approach (e.g., SEnerCon, Agilogy, Getupcode).

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented our approach for continuous SRP. We provided a definition of continuous SRP and described a process that implements this approach accompanied with an example. We also identified the open issues and compared our approach with some of the most relevant related works.

We also drafted a research agenda that points out our next steps for these ideas, we will start by creating a proof of concept and improving the proposed approach, and then validate it in an industrial setting.
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